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On May 9
th

, the archaeologists came to Castleton again, and this year there 

were digs at three locations over a period of four weeks.  

On the Spital Field two trenches were dug. The first (10 x 8 metres) overlapped 

the trench dug in 2011 that had revealed foundations of the first walls 

discovered on the scheduled monument. We already know that there is a 

burial ground on the site, and radiocarbon dating of bone samples from the 

site is in progress. The objective this year was to dig further west from the 

2011 trench and deeper, in the hopes of discovering more convincing evidence 

of medieval hospital structures.  

Further to the west, the second trench on Spital Field was 10 x 2 metres, 

therefore long and thin and running north to south. This was located just north 

of a stone feature, initially described as a possible ice house, exposed when 

Severn Trent put a drain across the field in 1999. Trent and Peak Archaeology 

excavated the feature at the time and in their report concluded it was more 

likely to be a corn-drying kiln. Medieval pottery was found in the vicinity of the 

kiln, which was subsequently destroyed by the laying of the drain. The 

objective of this second trench was to follow up these earlier findings.  

Behind the Methodist Chapel a trench was dug on the New Hall site. An 

overlay of a modern OS map with one from the 1880s (i.e. shortly before the 

Hall was demolished) was used to plan in the trench in the hopes of locating a 

south-facing wall of the New Hall building. Kay Harrison has been interested in 

this originally Tudor building for years, and whilst researching the families that 

lived there from c. 1500, she has collected a number of images of the Hall 

including one photograph. This photo is invaluable for interpretation of the 

site. 

At the west end of the village, a number of small trenches were dug, to further 

explore evidence for the pre-Norman, early medieval settlement for which we 

are beginning to accumulate evidence.  

So what went on and was anything particularly interesting found this year? 



There was a lot to be excited about. Read on……. 

On the Spital field, having removed surface layers and back-fill from previous 

years’ excavations, excitement mounted when a possible burial cut became 

clear one week into the dig. The excitement was almost as great when it 

turned out to be NOT a burial, but a 20
th

 century telegraph post hole complete 

with a large number of ceramic insulators. Some insulators were cleaned up 

and kept for the record, but most were ceremoniously returned during back-

filling. As a matter of interest, there are websites dedicated to both telegraph 

poles and to ceramic insulators (!) and there are also many books and 

magazines dealing with the subject….. 

Then, in the north-west corner of the trench (closest to the main road) what 

appeared to be a tumbled limestone wall was excavated – not very wide, and 

with a number of pottery fragments possibly all from the same 16
th

 – 17
th

 

century vessel in amongst the stones.  This wall was therefore probably too 

late to be connected with the hospital, and it was also too insubstantial for a 

medieval building. Happily, as enthusiasm for this feature reduced, two other 

areas of stone in the south and east of the trench started to become much 

more interesting. By the end of the dig, these had been resolved into two 

sections of the limestone foundations of a very substantial wall, and the 

current thinking is that these could be part of a medieval chapel, located close 

to the burial area. Within the “chapel” was a hearth containing a great deal of 

waste lead, likely to result from the melting of e.g. lead came (also found on 

the site) during building demolition, and probably associated with dissolution 

of the hospital around 1550. 

The long thin trench further to the west had some pottery in it which might be 

medieval, but apart from this very little was found – and some very long tree 

roots. 

Back-filling was a dream this year because mechanical help was on hand. 

Stephen came along fresh from his sick bed and filled in the trench with the 

help of his friend – a mini digger and tractor + bucket made very light work of 

what would have taken a good two days of manual labour. 

At the New Hall site, splendid progress was made. The trench had been placed 

in almost exactly the right position with the result that the south wall of a cross 



wing of the Hall was positively identified. Along this wall a door opening and 

the corner of the building were found. What also makes New Hall so nice to 

work on is the fact that there are a lot of finds. This year there was decorative 

plasterwork, relatively modern pottery, an inkwell and a jeton. This last find 

resembled a coin but was relatively thin. Jetons were tokens used in calculating 

or in gaming, produced between 13
th

 – 17
th

 centuries. The one found at New 

Hall has a galleon stamp on one side and three fleur-de-lys on the other, and is 

about the same size as an old penny.  

The aim of the archaeology at New Hall this year had been to locate part of the 

building as a reference point for future work so this was all very positive.  

Finally, what about Castleton’s early medieval settlement? A number of old 

newspaper reports have mentioned findings of human bones on the western 

side of the village. Since 2012 when human bones were found in a test pit near 

Goosehill, further test pits and trenches have been dug in the area. Evidence of 

more human burials has subsequently been found and radiocarbon dating has 

given early medieval dates of people that died at least 200 years before the 

Norman Conquest. This is very exciting evidence for an earlier settlement that 

pre-dates Castleton – perhaps that of “Pechesers” (presumably close to Peaks 

Arse or Peak Cavern) as mentioned in the Domesday Book of 1086. 

Amongst the volunteers to the hospital site on Spital Field were Castleton 

schoolchildren. They join in every year and this time helped out with some 

enthusiastic trowelling - the children are always really good at spotting very 

small artefacts. The Young Archaeologists Club from Sheffield also volunteered 

for the day. Visitors included the Hunter Society, Whaley Bridge History Group 

and DAAC (Derbyshire Archaeological Advisory Committee). The work of 

analysing the finds and interpreting the outcome of the dig now has to 

continue. This includes pottery analysis and radiocarbon dating. 

Thanks to all those who have helped throughout the dig, including the 

volunteers without whose hard work little would be accomplished, and the 

landowners and tenants of Castleton who have generously granted access.    

 


